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A B S T R A C T   

The standard genetic code (SGC) describes how 64 trinucleotides (codons) encode 20 amino acids and the stop 
translation signal. Biochemical and statistical studies have shown that the standard genetic code is optimized to 
reduce the impact of errors caused by incorporation of wrong amino acids during translation. This is achieved by 
mapping codons that differ by only one nucleotide to the same amino acid or one with similar biochemical 
properties, so that if misincorporation occurs, the structure and function of the translated protein remain rela-
tively unaltered. Some previous studies have extended the analysis of SGC optimality to the effect of frameshift 
errors on the conservation of amino acids. Here, we compare the optimality of the SGC with a set of circular 
codes, and in particular the X circular code identified in genes, on the basis of various biochemical properties 
over all possible frameshift errors. We show that the X circular code is more optimized to minimize the impact of 
frameshift errors than the SGC for the chosen amino acid properties. Furthermore, in the context of a problem 
that has been unresolved since 1996, we also demonstrate that the X circular code has a frameshift optimality in 
its combinatorial class of 216 maximal self-complementary C3 circular codes. To our knowledge, this is the first 
demonstration of the role of the X circular code in mitigation of translation errors. These results lead us to discuss 
the potential role of the X circular code in the evolution of the standard genetic code.   

1. Introduction 

One of the most intriguing questions in molecular biology is how the 
basic structures of life as we know them evolved over 4 billion years and 
what were the evolutionary pressures acting on them? The genetic code 
is one such structure that defines the set of rules needed to translate the 
information in DNA into proteins. Virtually all living organisms use the 
same standard genetic code (SGC) to determine how the 64 DNA tri-
nucleotides (codons) are translated into 20 amino acids and the stop 
signal. Many hypotheses have been put forward to explain the origin of 
the genetic code (e.g. reviewed in Koonin and Novozhilov, 2009), 
including the frozen accident theory that proposes that the genetic code 
was created randomly and stayed frozen ever since, the stereochemical 
theory that suggests some kind of stereochemical relationship existed 
between amino acids and specific codons (Pelc and Welton, 1966; Yarus, 
2017), the adaptive theory that suggests the genetic code was shaped to 
be maximally robust (Freeland and Hurst, 1998), and the coevolution 
theory of the genetic code with amino acid biosynthetic pathways 
(Wong, 1975). However, it is likely that all these aspects combined to 
play a part in the evolution of the SGC. 

In this article, we will focus on the adaptive theory which suggests 
that the SGC was optimized to minimize the effects of errors during 
transcription and translation, originally proposed by Woese (1965). The 
most common source of translation errors, known as missense errors, is 
the incorrect reading of a codon and the resulting incorporation of the 
wrong amino acid. The per-codon missense error rate has been esti-
mated to be between 10� 4 and 10� 3 (Garofalo et al., 2019). It is 
generally accepted that the SGC is optimized to reduce the effects of 
these errors. First, base changes at the third position of the codon, 
known as the wobble position, are generally synonymous, i.e. they code 
for the same amino acid. Second, amino acids with similar physico-
chemical properties are located in close proximity in the genetic code 
table and differ usually by only one substitution. For example, hydro-
phobic amino acids are usually coded by codons with thymine (T) in the 
second position and hydrophilic amino acids by those with adenine (A) 
in this position. It has been shown previously that the SGC outperforms 
most theoretical alternative codes in terms of reducing the effects of 
missense errors, when amino acid similarity is measured by polarity 
(Haig and Hurst, 1991; Freeland and Hurst, 1998; Kumar and Saini, 
2016), by polarity and volume (Wnętrzak et al., 2019), or by using 
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empirical data of substitution frequencies (Freeland et al., 2000). 
Another important source of translation errors is ribosomal frameshift-
ing, which occurs with an error rate of around 10� 5 (Drummond and 
Wilke, 2009). Since the genetic code has a non-overlapping structure, 
the codons in a DNA sequence must be decoded in the correct reading 
frame in order to produce the correct amino acid sequence. A shift of one 
or two bases into the þ1 or þ2 (� 1)1 frames respectively, can have se-
vere effects, including termination of translation if a stop codon is 
encountered out-of-frame, or production of a non-functional protein 
sequence otherwise (Fig. 1). 

The “ambush hypothesis” proposes that out-of-frame stop codons 
(also known as hidden stops) allow rapid termination of frameshifted 
translations and are selected for (Seligmann and Pollock, 2004; Itzkovitz 
and Alon, 2007; Abrahams and Hurst, 2018; Seligmann, 2019). 
Furthermore, it has been suggested recently that the SGC is also opti-
mized to reduce the effects of frameshift errors when no out-of-frame 
stop codon is encountered (Geyer and Madany Mamlouk, 2018). Thus, 
to minimize the costs of errors, organisms evolve either by implementing 
“increased accuracy” or “increased robustness”. The question remains of 
how these optimizations evolved and which mechanisms are responsible 
for them. 

The robustness of the SGC to frameshift errors represents an attrac-
tive problem from a coding theory point of view. One of the first solu-
tions was suggested by Crick (Crick et al., 1957), who proposed that the 
genetic code was a comma-free code in order to explain how 64 codons 
could code for 20 amino acids and how the correct reading frame could 
be retrieved and maintained at the same time. Using a comma-free code, 
codons in the reading frame make sense, while codons in the shifted 
frames 1 and 2 make nonsense. However, it was later proved that the 
standard genetic code could not be a comma-free code (Nirenberg and 
Matthaei, 1961), when it was discovered that TTT, which codes for 
phenylalanine cannot belong to a comma-free code. 

Another possible solution to the frameshift problem is the X circular 
code (Arqu�es and Michel, 1996). Circular codes are a weaker version of 
comma-free codes, where any word written on a circle (the last letter 
becoming the first in the circle) has a unique decomposition into tri-
nucleotides of the circular code (reviewed in Michel, 2008; Fimmel and 
Strüngmann, 2018). A circular code naturally excludes the periodic 
trinucleotides fAAA; CCC; GGG; TTTg. It also excludes trinucleotides 
related by circular permutation, e.g. AAC and ACA, since the concate-
nation of AAC with itself … AACAAC …, for example, can be decom-
posed in two ways: … AAC,AAC … or … A,ACA,AC … By excluding the 
periodic trinucleotides and dividing the 60 remaining trinucleotides into 
three disjoint classes, a circular code of trinucleotides has at most 20 
trinucleotides (called a maximal circular code). There exist 12,964,440 
maximal circular codes, although it has been shown that there is no 
maximal circular code that can code for 20 or 19 amino acids and only 
10 can code for 18 amino acids (Michel and Pirillo, 2013). Remarkably, 
one of the maximal circular codes, called the X circular code, was found 
to be overrepresented in the reading frame of protein coding genes from 
bacteria, archaea, eukaryotes, plasmids and viruses (Arqu�es and Michel, 
1996; Michel, 2015, 2017). The X circular code consists of 20 
trinucleotides 

X ¼ fAAC;AAT;ACC;ATC;ATT;CAG;CTC;CTG;GAA;GAC;
GAG;GAT;GCC;GGC;GGT;GTA;GTC;GTT; TAC; TTCg (1)  

and codes the 12 following amino acids (three and one letter notation) 

X ¼fAla;Asn;Asp;Gln;Glu;Gly; Ile; Leu;Phe;Thr; Tyr;Valg

¼ fA;N;D;Q;E;G; I; L;F;T; Y;Vg: (2) 

This X circular code has in addition several strong mathematical 
properties. It is self-complementary: if a trinucleotide belongs to X then 
its complementary trinucleotide also belongs to X. Moreover, the þ1/� 2 
and þ2/� 1 circular permutations of X, denoted X1 and X2 respectively, 
are also maximal circular codes (C3) and are complementary to each 
other (see Section 2.1). There exist 216 maximal C3 self-complementary 
trinucleotide circular codes named X (Arqu�es and Michel, 1996), and X 
belongs to X. Any class of circular codes, like comma-free codes, also 
have the property of synchronization, i.e. they are hypothesized to 
retrieve and maintain the reading frame by using an appropriate win-
dow of nucleotides. In any sequence generated by a trinucleotide 
comma-free code, the reading frame can be determined in a window 
length of at most 3 consecutive nucleotides, while for the X circular 
code, at most 13 consecutive nucleotides are enough to always retrieve 
the reading frame. In other words, a sequence ‘motif’ containing several 
consecutive X trinucleotides is sufficient to determine the correct 
reading frame. It has been shown recently that X motifs are enriched in 
the reading frame of modern genes (Michel et al., 2017; Dila et al., 
2019a), as well as in tRNA sequences (Michel, 2012, 2013) and in 
functional regions of rRNA involved in mRNA translation (Michel, 2012; 
Dila et al., 2019b). Furthermore, a circular code periodicity 0 modulo 3 
was identified in the 16S rRNA, covering the region that corresponds to 
the primordial proto-ribosome decoding center and containing 
numerous sites that interact with the tRNA and mRNA during translation 
(Michel and Thompson, 2020). Based on the mathematical properties of 
the X circular code and the enrichment of X motifs in the main actors 
involved in translation, it has been suggested that the X circular code 
was an ancestor code of the SGC that was used to code amino acids and 
simultaneously to identify and maintain the reading frame (Dila et al., 
2019b). Furthermore, it has been suggested that the X circular code 
arose from selection for non-redundant overlap coding in short nucle-
otide sequences (Michel, 2019; Demongeot and Seligmann, 2020). This 
is in line with the hypothesis that the primordial genes maximized the 
number of coded amino acids over the shortest length, since these pri-
mordial genes, called RNA rings, are biased towards codons belonging to 
X (Demongeot and Seligmann, 2019). 

In this study, we test for the first time the hypothesis that the X 
circular code has the additional property of minimizing the effects of 
frameshift errors. To achieve this, we compare the optimality of the X 
circular code with the SGC, as well as its combinatorial class of 216 
maximal self-complementary C3 circular codes. The effects of frameshift 
errors are estimated in terms of the resulting differences in various 
physicochemical properties of the translated amino acids. We defined 
two different measures of code optimality: (i) a code score, e.g. a code Y, 
where the frameshift is analysed according to code permutations Y1 and 
Y2; and (ii) a code motif score, precisely a code dicodon score, where the 
frameshift is analysed according to 1 or 2 base shifts in a dicodon (in 
reading frame) generated from a code. 

2. Method 

2.1. Definition of codes 

We recall a few definitions without detailed explanation (i.e. without 
examples and figures) that are necessary for understanding the main 
properties of 216 maximal C3 self-complementary trinucleotide circular 
codes X. 

Notation 1. Let us denote the nucleotide 4-letter alphabet B ¼
fA;C;G;Tg where A stands for adenine, C stands for cytosine, G stands 
for guanine and T stands for thymine. The trinucleotide set over B is 
denoted by B3 ¼ fAAA;…;TTTg. The set of non-empty words (words, 
respectively) over B is denoted by Bþ (B*, respectively). 

Fig. 1. Original reading frame in comparison to the two shifted frames þ1 and 
þ2 (� 1) results in different read out of amino acids. 
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Notation 2. Genes or motifs in reading frame have three frames f . By 
convention here, the reading frame f ¼ 0 is set up by a start trinucleo-
tide, classically ATG, and the frames f ¼ 1 and f ¼ 2 are the reading 
frame f ¼ 0 shifted by one and two nucleotides in the 5’� 3’ direction 
(to the right), respectively. 

Two biological maps are involved in gene coding. 

Definition 1. According to the complementary property of the DNA 
double helix, the nucleotide complementarity map C : B→B is defined by 
C ðAÞ ¼ T, C ðCÞ ¼ G, C ðGÞ ¼ C, C ðTÞ ¼ A. According to the com-
plementary and antiparallel properties of the DNA double helix, the 
trinucleotide complementarity map C : B3→B3 is defined by C ðl0l1l2Þ ¼
C ðl2ÞC ðl1ÞC ðl0Þ for all l0;l1;l2 2 B. By extension to a trinucleotide set S, 
the set complementarity map C : PðB3Þ→PðB3Þ, P being the set of all 
subsets of B3, is defined by C ðSÞ ¼ fv : u;v2 B3;u2 S;v ¼ C ðuÞg, e.g. 
C ðfCGA;GATgÞ ¼ fATC;TCGg. 

Definition 2. The trinucleotide circular permutation map P : B3→ B3 is 
defined by P ðl0l1l2Þ ¼ l1l2l0 for all l0; l1; l2 2 B. The 2nd iterate of P is 
P 2ðl0l1l2Þ ¼ l2l0l1. By extension to a trinucleotide set S, the set circular 
permutation map P : PðB3Þ→PðB3Þ is defined by P ðSÞ ¼ fv : u; v2 B3;

u2 S; v ¼ P ðuÞg, e.g. P ðfCGA;GATgÞ ¼ fATG;GACg and P 2ðfCGA;
GATgÞ ¼ fACG;TGAg. 

Definition 3. A set S⊆Bþ is a code if, for each x1;…;xn;y1;…;ym 2 S, n;
m � 1, the condition x1⋯xn ¼ y1⋯ym implies n ¼ m and xi ¼ yi for i ¼
1;…;n. 

Definition 4. Any non-empty subset of the code B3 is a code and called 
trinucleotide code. 

Definition 5. A trinucleotide code X⊆B3 is self-complementary if, for 
each t 2 X, C ðtÞ 2 X, i.e. X ¼ C ðXÞ. 

Definition 6. A trinucleotide code X⊆B3 is circular if, for each x1;…;xn;

y1;…;ym 2 X, n;m � 1, r 2 B*, s 2 Bþ, the conditions sx2⋯xnr ¼ y1⋯ym 
and x1 ¼ rs imply n ¼ m, r ¼ ε (empty word) and xi ¼ yi for i ¼ 1;…;n. 

The proofs to decide that a code is circular or not are not recalled 
here, the reader is referred to the proofs based on the flower automaton 
(Arqu�es and Michel, 1996), the necklace 5LDCN (Letter Diletter 
Continued Necklace) (Pirillo, 2003), the necklace nLDCCN (Letter Dil-
etter Continued Closed Necklace) with n 2 f2;3; 4;5g (Michel and 
Pirillo, 2010), and the graph theory (Fimmel et al., 2016). 

Definition 7. A trinucleotide circular code X⊆B3 is maximal if for all 
trinucleotide circular codes Y⊆B3, we have jYj � jXj. 

Thus, a trinucleotide circular code X⊆B3 has obviously at most 20 
trinucleotides and the maximality is 20 trinucleotides on B3. 

Definition 8. A trinucleotide circular code X⊆B3 is C3 self-comple-
mentary if X, X1 ¼ P ðXÞ and X2 ¼ P 2ðXÞ are trinucleotide circular codes 
such that X ¼ C ðXÞ (self-complementary), C ðX1Þ ¼ X2 and C ðX2Þ ¼ X1 
(X1 and X2 are complementary). 

The trinucleotide set X (defined in (1)) coding the reading frame (f ¼
0) in genes is a maximal (20 trinucleotides) C3 self-complementary 
trinucleotide circular code (Arqu�es and Michel, 1996) where the 
maximal circular code X1 ¼ P ðXÞ coding the frame f ¼ 1 contains the 20 
following trinucleotides 

X1 ¼ fAAG;ACA;ACG;ACT;AGC;AGG;ATA;ATG;CCA;CCG;
GCG;GTG; TAG; TCA;TCC; TCG; TCT; TGC;TTA; TTGg (3)  

and the maximal circular code X2 ¼ P 2ðXÞ coding the frame f ¼ 2 
contains the 20 following trinucleotides 

X2 ¼ fAGA;AGT;CAA;CAC;CAT;CCT;CGA;CGC;CGG;CGT;
CTA;CTT;GCA;GCT;GGA;TAA; TAT;TGA; TGG; TGTg: (4) 

The trinucleotide circular codes X1 and X2 are related by the 

permutation map, i.e. X2 ¼ P ðX1Þ and X1 ¼ P
2
ðX2Þ, and by the com-

plementary map, i.e. X1 ¼ C ðX2Þ and X2 ¼ C ðX1Þ (Bussoli et al., 2012). 
Several classes of methods were developed for identifying the cir-

cular code X in genes over the last 20 years: frame frequency methods 
(Arqu�es and Michel, 1996; Frey and Michel, 2003, 2006), correlation 
function per frame (Arqu�es and Michel, 1997) and occurrence proba-
bility of a complementary/permutation (CP) trinucleotide set at the 
gene population level (Michel, 2015) and at the gene level (Michel, 
2017). 

There exists 216 maximal C3 self-complementary trinucleotide cir-
cular codes X (Definition 8; Arqu�es and Michel, 1996; list given in Ta-
bles 4a, 5a and 6a in Michel et al., 2008), including the X circular code 
observed in genes. 

2.2. Reading frame and frameshift errors 

The translation of a nucleotide sequence into a protein sequence 
begins at the start codon (generally ATG). The ribosome then reads the 
following codons in the correct (reading) frame and translates them into 
amino acids, according to the standard genetic code SGC. Translation is 
terminated when a stop codon (generally TAA, TAG and TGA) is 
encountered. If the ribosome shifts on the nucleotide sequence by only 
one or two bases in either direction, the protein sequence can change 
dramatically (as illustrated in Table 1). Ribosomal frameshift errors can 
lead to abnormally short proteins if an out of frame stop codon is read or 
to non-functional proteins if the out of frame codons are translated into 
amino acids. 

We defined two different scores to measure the optimality of a given 
code to minimize the effects of frameshift errors. First, a code score takes 
into account all codons (trinucleotides) of a code Y and its two permu-
tated codes Y1 and Y2. For example, in the case of a maximal C3 self- 
complementary trinucleotide circular code, the 60 ¼ 3� 20 codons of 
Y, Y1 and Y2 are considered. This approach can also be viewed as a 
codon score. Second, a dicodon score, where the frameshift is analysed 
according to 1 or 2 base shifts in a dicodon (in reading frame) generated 
from a code. The code score is defined in Section 2.4 and the dicodon 
score is defined in Section 2.5. Both measures are based on the average 
differences in various physicochemical properties between the amino 
acids (AA) in the original reading frame and the frameshifted amino 
acids. The matrices used to define the amino acid properties are 
described in Section 2.3. Section 2.6 defines a multi-objective score 
based on either the code score or the dicodon score taking into account 
several amino acid properties simultaneously. 

2.3. Amino acid substitution matrices 

The effect of a frameshift error is estimated by calculating the ab-
solute difference between the physicochemical properties of the amino 
acid encoded by the codon in reading frame and the amino acid encoded 
by the frameshifted codons in frames þ1 and � 1. We used 11 amino acid 
properties P: charge PC, hydrophobicity PH, isoelectric point PIP, 
melting point PMP, molecular weight PMW, optical rotation POR, polarity 
PPr, polarizability PPz, size PSi, steric PSt and volume PV, extracted from 
the AAindex database (Kawashima and Kanehisa, 2000) (Table 2 in 
Appendix). In the AAIndex, a physicochemical property P is defined by a 

Table 1 
Four classes of ribosomal frameshift errors, N being any nucleotide on B ¼ fA;C;
G;Tg.   

Frameshift Trinucleotide sequence 

Reading frame 0 ATT CAG GTC GCC 

Forward 1 base shift þ1 TTC AGG TCG CCN 

Forward 2 base shift þ2 TCA GGT CGC CNN 

Backward 1 base shift � 1 NAT TCA GGT CGC 

Backward 2 base shift � 2 NNA TTC AGG TCG  

G. Dila et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
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set of 20 numerical values, representing the absolute or relative value of 
the property for each amino acid (Table 3 in Appendix). Let us denote an 
AAindex vector as V1�20ðPÞ for a physicochemical property P where 
each element viðPÞ is associated with an amino acid i 2 AA ¼ fA;C;D;E;
F;G;H; I;K;L;M;N;P;Q;R;S;T;V;W;Yg. 

Example 1. vGðPVÞ ¼ 36:3 is the score of the amino acid glycine G 
for the volume property PV (Table 3 in Appendix). 

For a physicochemical property P, we construct an amino acid 
substitution matrix M20�20ðPÞ of absolute differences mijðPÞ between 
the physicochemical values viðPÞ of the amino acid i and vjðPÞ of the 
amino acid j: 

mijðPÞ¼
�
�viðPÞ � vjðPÞ

�
� (5)  

where viðPÞ and vjðPÞ are the physicochemical values of the amino acids 
i and j, i; j 2 AA. 

The matrices MðPÞ are symmetric with diagonal elements equal to 
zero. 

Example 2. An example of an amino acid substitution matrix MðPVÞ

for the volume property PV is provided in Table 4 in Appendix. 
Example 3. For the volume property PV, the substitution value for 

the amino acids glycine G and proline P is equal to mGPðPVÞ ¼

mPGðPVÞ ¼ jvGðPVÞ � vPðPVÞj ¼ j36:3 � 73:6j ¼ 37:3 (Table 4 in 
Appendix). 

The values of the different amino acid properties have different 
scales (Table 3 in Appendix). For example, the 20 amino acids have a 
mean value of 262.7 and a standard deviation of 43.6 for the melting 
point property PMp while they have a mean value of � 10.6 and a stan-
dard deviation of 24.3 for the optical rotation property POr. To allow 
direct comparisons between the various amino acid properties, each 
amino acid substitution matrix M20�20ðPÞ is normalized by dividing 
each element of the given matrix by the sum of the whole matrix, leading 
to the normalized amino acid substitution matrix cM20�20ðPÞ: 

bmijðPÞ¼
1000

P20
i¼1
P20

j¼1mijðPÞ
mijðPÞ (6)  

where mijðPÞ is defined in Equation (9) for the amino acids i and j, i; j 2
AA. 

The matrices cMðPÞ are also symmetric with diagonal elements equal 
to zero. 

Example 4. An example of a normalized amino acid substitution 
matrix cMðPVÞ for the volume property PV is provided in Table 5 in 
Appendix. 

Example 5. With Example 3, the normalized substitution value for 
the amino acids glycine G and proline P for the volume property PV is 
equal to bmGPðPVÞ ¼ bmPGðPVÞ ¼

1000P20
i¼1

P20
j¼1

mijðPÞ
mPGðPVÞ ¼

1000
10790:8 37:3 ¼

3:5. 

2.4. Code score for measuring frameshift optimality 

The code score considers the frameshift errors from a code Y point of 
view. The codes Y analysed are: (i) the maximal C3 self-complementary 
trinucleotide circular code X identified in genes (defined in (1)); (ii) the 
215 circular codes XnX; and (iii) the standard genetic code SGC. A codon 
c ¼ l0l1l2 of a code Y⊆B3 is associated with the reading frame f ¼ 0, the 
shifted codon P ðcÞ ¼ l1l2l0 of the code Y1 ¼ P ðYÞ⊆B3 is obviously 
associated with the shifted frame f ¼ 1 (þ1) and the shifted codon 
P 2ðcÞ ¼ l2l0l1 of the code Y2 ¼ P 2ðYÞ⊆B3 is obviously associated with 
the shifted frame f ¼ � 1 (þ2). In short, the code Y is associated with the 
reading frame f ¼ 0, the shifted code Y1 is associated with the shifted 
frame f ¼ 1 and the shifted code Y2 is associated with the shifted frame 
f ¼ � 1. 

The code score is defined by the average difference for a given amino 
acid property P when all codons of a given code Y are substituted into all 

shifted codons of a shifted code Y1 or Y2. Thus, two code scores will be 
defined: one for the shifted frame f ¼ 1 and one for the shifted frame f ¼
� 1. These two scores will be measured for the three classes of codes Y 

defined above. 
As the definition is based on an amino acid property, only the sense 

codons (i.e. codons coding for an amino acid) are considered in a code Y, 
thus the three stop codons S ¼ fTAA;TAG;TGAg are excluded. The two 
permutation sets of S are S1 ¼ P ðSÞ ¼ fAAT;AGT;GATg and S2 ¼

P 2ðSÞ ¼ fATA;ATG;GTAg. 
The code score CSþ1ðYÞ in a þ1 frameshift of a code Y is defined by 

CSþ1ðY;PÞ¼
1

jYnðS [ S2Þj

X

c2YnðS[S2Þ

bmijðPÞ (7)  

where the codon c 2 YnðS [ S2Þ belongs to the code Y excluding the stop 
codons S and the codons S2 (as S2 in frame 0 leads to P ðS2Þ ¼ S in þ1 
frameshift), bmijðPÞ is the value of the normalized substitution matrix 
(Equation (6)) of an AA property P where i and j are the amino acids 
coded by the codons c 2 Y and P ðcÞ 2 Y1 ¼ P ðYÞ (remember that cM is 
symmetric). 

Similarly, the code score CS� 1ðYÞ in a � 1 frameshift of a code Y is 
defined by 

CS� 1ðY;PÞ¼
1

jYnðS [ S1Þj

X

c2YnðS[S1Þ

bmijðPÞ (8)  

where the codon c 2 YnðS [ S1Þ belongs to the code Y excluding the stop 
codons S and the codons S1 (as S1 in frame 0 leads to P 2ðS1Þ ¼ S in � 1 
frameshift), bmijðPÞ is the value of the normalized substitution matrix 
(Equation (6)) of an AA property P where i and j are the amino acids 
coded by the codons c 2 Y and P 2ðcÞ 2 Y2 ¼ P 2ðYÞ. 

Remark 1. For the circular code Y ¼ X, X \ S ¼ ∅ (X has 20 sense 
codons, defined in (1)), X \ S2 ¼ fGTAg (X1 has 19 sense codons and one 
stop codon P ðfGTAgÞ ¼ fTAGg, defined in (3)) and X \ S1 ¼

fAAT;GATg (X2 has 18 sense codons and two stop codons P 2ðfAAT;
GATgÞ ¼ fTAA; TGAg, defined in (4)). Thus, for Equation (7), 
XnðS [ S2Þ ¼ XnfGTAg and jXnfGTAgj ¼ 20 � 1 ¼ 19 and for Equation 
(8), XnðS [ S1Þ ¼ XnfAAT;GATg and jXnfAAT;GATgj ¼ 20 � 2 ¼ 18. 

Remark 2. For the standard genetic code Y ¼ SGC ¼ B3, Y \ S ¼ S (Y 
has 61 sense codons and three stop codons S), Y \ S2 ¼ S2 (Y1 has 61 
sense codons and three stop codons P ðS2Þ ¼ S) and X \ S1 ¼ S1 (Y2 has 
61 sense codons and three stop codons P 2ðS1Þ ¼ S). Thus, for Equation 
(7), YnðS[S2Þ¼B3nfATA;ATG;GTA;TAA;TAG;TGAg and jYnðS[S2Þj¼

64 � 6¼58 and for Equation (8), YnðS[S1Þ¼B3nfAAT;AGT;GAT;TAA;
TAG;TGAg and jYnðS[S1Þj ¼ 64 � 6 ¼ 58. 

Remark 3. For the 215 circular codes XnX, the codes having none, one 
or several stop codons are analysed similarly. 

2.5. Dicodon score for measuring frameshift optimality 

The dicodon score considers the frameshift errors from a code motif 
point of view, precisely a motif with two consecutive trinucleotides, 
called a dicodon, from a code Y. As with the code score, the codes Y 
analysed are: (i) the maximal C3 self-complementary trinucleotide cir-
cular code X identified in genes (defined in (1)); (ii) the 215 circular 
codes XnX; and (iii) the standard genetic code SGC. A codon c ¼ l0l1l2 of 
a code Y⊆B3 is associated with the reading frame f ¼ 0. The shifted 
frames f ¼ 1 (þ1) and f ¼ � 1 ðþ2Þ are obtained from the dicodons. Let 
a dicodon c⋅c’ ¼ l0l1l2⋅l’0l’1l’2 such that the codon c’ ¼ l’0l’1l’2 also belongs 
to the code Y⊆B3. Let the map Q : B3 � B3→B3. Then, the shifted codon 
Qðc⋅c’Þ ¼ l1l2l’0 is obviously associated with the shifted frame f ¼ 1 and 
the shifted codon Q2ðc⋅c’Þ ¼ l2l’0l’1 is obviously associated with the 
shifted frame f ¼ � 1. In contrast to the code score, the shifted codon 
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Qðc⋅c’Þ does not necessarily belong to the code Y1 ¼ P ðYÞ⊆B3 and the 
shifted codon Q2ðc⋅c’Þ does not necessarily belong to the code Y2 ¼

P 2ðYÞ⊆B3. 
The dicodon score is defined by the average difference for a given 

amino acid property P when all codons c ¼ l0l1l2 of all dicodons c⋅c’ ¼
l0l1l2⋅l’0l’1l’2 of a given code Y are “substituted” into the shifted codons 
Qðc⋅c’Þ ¼ l1l2l’0 or Q2ðc⋅c’Þ ¼ l2l’0l’1. As with the code score, only the sense 
codons are considered in the dicodons of a code Y. Let us denote the set 
of dicodons containing a stop codon as DS ¼ fc⋅c’g, where c 2 S or c’ 2 S. 
The two sets of dicodons that result in a stop codon are DS1 ¼ fNTA⋅ 
ANN;NTA⋅GNN;NTG⋅ANNg for the þ1 frameshift and DS2 ¼ fNNT⋅ 
AAN;NNT⋅AGN;NNT⋅GANg for the � 1 frameshift, N being any letter on 
B3. 

The dicodon score CSþ1ðYÞ in a þ1 frameshift of a code Y is defined 
by 

DSþ1ðY;PÞ¼
1

�
�Y2nðDS [ DS1Þ

�
�

X

c⋅c’2Y2nðDS[DS1Þ

bmijðPÞ (9)  

where the dicodon c⋅c’ belong to the code Y2 excluding the stop codons 
DS and DS1, bmijðPÞ is the value of the normalized substitution matrix 
(Equation (6)) of an AA property P where i and j are the amino acids 
coded by the codons c 2 Y and Qðc⋅c’Þ. 

Similarly, the dicodon score DS� 1ðYÞ in a � 1 frameshift of a code Y is 
defined by 

DS� 1ðY;PÞ¼
1

�
�Y2nðDS [ DS2Þ

�
�

X

c⋅c’2Y2nðDS[DS2Þ

bmijðPÞ (10)  

where the dicodon c⋅c’ belong to the code Y2 excluding the stop codons 
DS and DS2, bmijðPÞ is the value of the normalized substitution matrix 
(Equation (6)) of an AA property P where i and j are the amino acids 
coded by the codons c 2 Y and Q2ðc⋅c’Þ. 

2.6. Multi-objective optimality score 

The multi-objective score is based on either the code score or the 
dicodon score and takes into account several amino acid properties 
simultaneously. To compare the optimality of the X circular code with 
the jXj ¼ 216 maximal C3 self-complementary circular codes X when a 
combination of the jPj ¼ 11 AA properties P is taken into account, we 
calculated the number Ni, for i ¼ 0;…; jPj, of AA properties that were 
optimized better with the codes x, x 2 XnX, than with the circular code 
X. Hence, for i ¼ 0;…; jPj, 

NiðS Þ¼
X

x2X

Δi

 
XjPj

j¼1
δ
�
x;Pj

�
!

(11)  

where 

δ
�
x;Pj

�
¼

�
1 if S

�
x;Pj

�
� S
�
X;Pj

�

0 otherwise ;

ΔiðkÞ¼
�

1 if k ¼ i
0 otherwise ;

the code score S 2 fCSþ1;CS� 1;DSþ1;DS� 1g and 

j2P¼fPC;PH ;PIP;PMP;PMW ;POR;PPr;PPz;PSi;PSt;PVg:

Remark 4. If x ¼ X then δðx;PjÞ ¼ 1 for any Pj, thus 
PjPj

j¼1δðx;PjÞ ¼ jPj

and NjPjðS Þ � 1. 

Remark 5. If NjPjðS Þ ¼ 1 then the X circular code is optimal among its 
combinatorial class of the 216 maximal C3 self-complementary circular 
codes X. 

Remark 6.
PjPj

i¼0NiðS Þ ¼ jXj. 

3. Results 

The section is divided into two main parts. In the first part, we es-
timate the capacity of the X circular code to reduce the effects of a 
frameshift error, and compare it to the capacity of the standard genetic 
code (SGC). In the second part, we investigate the frameshift optimality 
of the 216 maximal self-complementary C3 circular codes X. Indeed, 
since the discovery of the X circular code in genes in 1996, the question 
remains of why this particular code was chosen among its combinatorial 
class X of 216 maximal self-complementary C3 circular codes. Despite 
numerous combinatorial studies, this approach has not provided any 
answers. In particular, transformations of the X circular code by letter 
invariance with respect to complementarity lead to circular codes in X 

with combinatorial properties identical to that of X. Unexpectedly, we 
will show that a solution to this problem is of biological and biochemical 
origin. 

From a biological point of view, forward (þ1) and backward (� 1) 
frameshifts are fundamentally different events (Abrahams and Hurst, 
2018). Forward frameshifts are assumed to be the more frequent form of 
accidental ribosomal slippage. As translation occurs in the 5’ to 3’ di-
rection, the molecular mechanics required to halt and reverse the di-
rection of translation during a backward frameshift are likely to be more 
complex and require greater energy than for a ribosome to skip to the 
þ1 frame in the same direction. We therefore considered þ1 and � 1 
frameshifts independently in the following analyses. 

3.1. Frameshift code score of the X circular code and the standard genetic 
code SGC 

To estimate the effects of either a þ1 or � 1 frameshift error on the 
encoded amino acids (AA), we first computed the code scores CSþ1ðYÞ
(Equation (7)) in a þ1 frameshift and CS� 1ðYÞ (Equation (8)) in a � 1 
frameshift of a code Y, where Y ¼ X for the X circular code and Y ¼ SGC 
for the standard genetic code, for a set of 11 fundamental AA amino acid 
properties (Table 2 in Appendix). These scores measure the difference 
between the physicochemical properties for the AA coded by the non- 
shifted codons of Y and the shifted codons of Y1 for the þ1 frameshift 
and of Y2 for the � 1 frameshift. Thus, a smaller score indicates a smaller 
effect of the frameshift error, and hence a better optimality of the code. 
The results for the X circular code and the standard genetic code SGC are 
shown in Fig. 2. 

The code scores obtained for the SGC are the same for the þ1 and � 1 
frameshifts with the 11 AA properties P, as expected due to the sym-
metry of the 64 codons (Fig. 2A and B). Thus, for all P, CSþ1ðSGC;PÞ ¼
CS� 1ðSGC;PÞ. However, the code scores of X are clearly different for þ1 
and � 1 frameshifts (Fig. 2A and B), i.e. for all P, CSþ1ðX;PÞ 6¼ CS� 1ðX;
PÞ. 

In the case of a þ1 frameshift, the code scores obtained for polarity 
PPr, molecular weight PMW, isoelectric point PIP, polarizability PPz, 
volume PV, size PSi and charge PC are smaller for X than for SGC 
(Fig. 2A), i.e. for P 2 fPPr;PMW;PIP;PPz;PV ;PSi;PCg, 

CSþ1ðX;PÞ < CSþ1ðSGC;PÞ: (12) 

The remaining properties, namely optical rotation POR, steric PSt, 
melting point PMP and hydrophobicity PH, are similar for both codes X 
and SGC (Fig. 2A), i.e. for P 2 fPOR;PSt ;PMP;PHg, 

CSþ1ðX;PÞ � CSþ1ðSGC;PÞ: (13) 

In contrast, after a � 1 frameshift, the code scores for most of the 
properties P are larger for X than for SGC (Fig. 2B), with the exception of 
the optical rotation POR, i.e. for P 6¼ POR, 

CS� 1ðX;PÞ > CS� 1ðSGC;PÞ: (14) 
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In summary, in a þ1 frameshift, the X circular code is better opti-
mized than the standard genetic code SGC for 7 AA properties: polarity, 
molecular weight, isoelectric point, polarizability, volume, size and 
charge. 

3.2. Frameshift dicodon score of the X circular code and the standard 
genetic code SGC 

As mentioned in the Introduction, circular codes have the ability to 
retrieve and maintain the reading frame using an appropriate window of 
nucleotides, for example with the X circular code, a window of at most 
13 consecutive nucleotides is sufficient. This led us to consider the code 
optimality for the same AA properties at the motif level, and more 
specifically with the dicodon scores DSþ1ðYÞ (Equation (9)) in a þ1 
frameshift and DS� 1ðYÞ (Equation (10)) in a � 1 frameshift of a code Y, 
where Y ¼ X for the X circular code and Y ¼ SGC for the standard ge-
netic code, for a set of 11 fundamental amino acid properties (Table 2 in 
Appendix). Again, we observe the same optimality scores in case of the 
SGC for the þ1 and � 1 frameshifts with the 11 AA properties P (Fig. 3A 
and B), as expected, DSþ1ðSGC;PÞ ¼ DS� 1ðSGC;PÞ. Again, the dicodon 
scores of X are clearly different for þ1 and � 1 frameshifts (Fig. 3A and 
B), i.e. for all P, DSþ1ðX;PÞ 6¼ DS� 1ðX;PÞ. 

After a þ1 frameshift, the X circular code has smaller scores than the 
SGC for all AA properties except hydrophobicity PH (Fig. 3A), i.e. for 

P 6¼ PH, 

DSþ1ðX;PÞ < DSþ1ðSGC;PÞ: (15) 

In contrast, after a � 1 frameshift, the SGC achieves smaller scores 
than the X circular code for all AA properties (Fig. 3B), except for the 
optical rotation POR and the melting point PMP, i.e. for P 6¼ fPOR;PMPg, 

DS� 1ðX;PÞ > DS� 1ðSGC;PÞ: (16) 

In summary, in a þ1 frameshift, the X circular code is better opti-
mized than the standard genetic code SGC for 10 AA properties (except 
hydrophobicity PH). Thus, two different classes of results obtained from 
the X circular code (Fig. 2) and the motifs (dicodons) of the X circular 
code (Fig. 3) lead us to conclude that the X circular code is better 
optimized to minimize the effects of þ1 frameshift errors than the 
standard genetic code SGC. 

3.3. Frameshift code score of the 216 maximal complementary C3 

circular codes  X 

In the next two sections, we explore the capacity of the 216 maximal 
self-complementary C3 circular codes X (including the X circular code) 
to minimize the effects of frameshift errors. Using the same method as 
above, we calculated the frameshift code scores and the frameshift 
dicodon scores, using the same set of amino acid (AA) properties P. As 
mentioned in the previous section, these scores measure differences 
between the physicochemical properties for the AA and therefore a 

Fig. 2. Frameshift code score of the X circular code and the standard genetic 
code SGC. A. Code score CSþ1 (Equation (7)) after a þ1 frameshift error. The 11 
AA properties P are ordered according to the difference between the code 
scores for the SGC and X. B. Code score CS� 1 (Equation (8)) after a � 1 
frameshift error. For comparison purposes, the AA properties P are shown in 
the same order as A. 

Fig. 3. Frameshift dicodon score of the X circular code and the standard genetic 
code SGC. A. Dicodon score DSþ1 (Equation (9)) after a þ1 frameshift error. B. 
Dicodon score DS� 1 (Equation (10)) after a � 1 frameshift error. For comparison 
purposes, the AA properties P are shown in the same order as in Fig. 2. 
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smaller score indicates a smaller effect of the frameshift error, and hence 
a better optimality of the code. For each individual AA property 
measured either with the code score or with the dicodon score in the þ1 
or � 1 frameshifts, there exists a different circular code x among the 215 
with better optimality than the X circular code (data not shown). 

Since specific circular codes exist that are more optimized for indi-
vidual AA properties, we wanted to test the hypothesis that the X cir-
cular code is optimized to minimize a combination of the AA properties 
P, rather than a single one. To achieve this, for each of the 216 maximal 
self-complementary C3 circular codes x, we calculated a multi-objective 
score Ni (Equation (11)) corresponding to the number i of AA properties 
that were optimized better with this code than with the X circular code. 

We first considered the multi-objective code score (Fig. 4). After a þ1 
frameshift, a significant number of 216 maximal C3 self-complementary 
circular codes X optimize a combination of up to 5 AA properties P 

better than the X circular code (i.e. circular codes X with NiðCSþ1Þ � 5; 
Fig. 4A). However, when more than 6 AA properties P are taken into 
account, the X code is one of the best 18 codes, i.e. the X code is in the 

top 8% of the 216 codes X. Furthermore, no other circular codes X 

achieve the same optimality as the X code for 10 or 11 AA properties P 

(N11ðCSþ1Þ ¼ 1 and N10ðCSþ1Þ ¼ 0; Fig. 4A). In the case of a � 1 
frameshift, 39 of the 216 codes X (18%) are more optimal than the X 
code when up to 10 AA properties are combined, and only one other 
code x achieves the best optimality for all 11 AA properties 
(N11ðCS� 1Þ ¼ 2 and N10ðCS� 1Þ ¼ 39; Fig. 4B). The code x consists of the 
following 20 trinucleotides: 

x ¼ fATC;CAA;CAC;CAG;CTG;GAA;GAC;GAT;GCC;GGA;
GGC;GTA;GTC;GTG; TAA;TAC;TCC;TTA; TTC;TTGg (17)  

and codes the stop codon TAA and the 12 following amino acids: 

fAla;Asp;Gln;Glu;Gly;His; Ile;Leu;Phe; Ser;Tyr;Valg:

However, this maximal circular code x with a stop codon cannot exist 
in the reading frame of genes. Thus, the maximal circular code X could 
be considered optimal. 

We conclude that the X circular code is the best maximal C3 self- 

Fig. 4. Number NiðS Þ (Equation (11)) of 216 maximal C3 self-complementary circular codes X that optimize a combination of AA properties P better than or equal 
to the X circular code, for a number i of amino acid properties varying from 0 to 11. A. Multi-objective code score NiðCSþ1Þ (Equation (7) and (11)) after a þ1 
frameshift error. B. Multi-objective code score NiðCS� 1Þ (Equation (8) and (11)) after a � 1 frameshift error. 
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complementary circular codes X, in terms of minimizing the overall 
effects of þ1 frameshift events on the translated AA sequence. 

3.4. Frameshift dicodon score of the 216 maximal complementary C3 

circular codes X 

We then considered the multi-objective dicodon score (Fig. 5). We 
observe very similar distributions of optimal codes after a þ1 or � 1 
frameshift. After a þ1 frameshift, only 3 of the 216 codes X (1%) 
optimize 10 AA properties P better than the X circular code, and again 
the code X achieves the best optimality for all 11 AA properties 
(N11ðDSþ1Þ ¼ 1 and N10ðDSþ1Þ ¼ 3; Fig. 5A). After a � 1 frameshift, 12 
of the 216 codes X (6%) optimize 10 AA properties better than the X 
circular code, and only one other code x, the same code described by 
Equation (17), achieves the best optimality for all 11 AA properties 
(N11ðDS� 1Þ ¼ 2 and N10ðDS� 1Þ ¼ 12; Fig. 5B). 

4. Conclusion 

Translation of mRNA sequences to proteins is one of the most error- 
prone processes affecting all domains of life and evidence shows that 
translation errors reduce the fitness of an organism (Wilke, 2015). 
Therefore, to minimize the costs of errors, organisms have evolved 
complex mechanisms for either error prevention by reducing the fre-
quency of errors leading to increased translational accuracy, or error 
mitigation by minimizing the consequences of errors leading to 
increased robustness (Drummond and Wilke, 2009). For example, it is 
widely accepted that the standard genetic code (SGC) is optimized to 
reduce the impact of errors caused by incorporation of wrong amino 
acids or by ribosomal frameshifting. 

The work described in this paper addresses the question of whether 
the X circular code is also optimized in some way to minimize frameshift 
errors. We recall that the main property of a circular code is to retrieve 
the reading frame. We performed a comprehensive evaluation of the 
optimality of different codes, and measured the differences in the amino 
acid (AA) sequences produced after a frameshift. While most previous 

Fig. 5. Number NiðS Þ (Equation (11)) of 216 maximal C3 self-complementary circular codes X that optimize a combination of AA properties P better than or equal 
to the X circular code, for a number i of amino acid properties varying from 0 to 11. A. Multi-objective dicodon score NiðDSþ1Þ (Equation (9) and (11)) after a þ1 
frameshift error. B. Multi-objective dicodon score NiðDS� 1Þ (Equation (10) and (11)) after a � 1 frameshift error. 
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studies of code optimization have estimated AA differences in terms of 
changes in polarity or volume, here we considered a wider range of 
properties, including charge, hydrophobicity, isoelectric point, melting 
point, molecular weight, optical rotation, polarity, polarizability, size, 
steric effect and volume. This set of 11 properties provide a better pic-
ture of the potential changes to the physico-chemical properties of the 
translated protein sequence. Furthermore, the chosen properties are 
associated with the fundamental chemistry of the amino acid regarded 
as an elementary unit, i.e. chemical properties which would have acted 
in a primitive environment (Earth, solar and extrasolar planets, etc.). 
However, numerous other amino acid properties in extant proteins 
could be considered in the future, in particular those associated with the 
3-dimensional structure such as preferences for alpha-helix or beta-sheet 
conformations (Chou and Fasman, 1978), surface accessibility (Chothia, 
1976), etc. For example, the X circular code is not optimal compared to 
the SGC and the other circular codes X for the alpha-helix and beta-sheet 
preference properties (data not shown). 

We introduced two scores that estimate the optimality of the codes. 
First, a code score is calculated over all codons of a code Y, where the 
frameshift is represented by a circular permutation of the code. Second, 
a dicodon score is calculated over all possible dicodons generated from a 
code Y, where a frameshift results in a 1 or 2 base shift of the reading 
frame. The dicodon score was designed to investigate the effects of 
frameshifts in a DNA sequence motif. In this work, we restricted the 
sequence motif to a length of two codons, but in the future this could be 
extended to longer motifs. 

We also considered the events of forward (þ1) and backward (� 1) 
frameshifts separately, since it is known that the biological mechanisms 
involved in the two types of frameshift are very different. Indeed, þ1 
frameshifts are more energy efficient and are generally much more 
frequent than � 1 frameshifts. Using both code-level and dicodon-level 
scores, we have shown that the X circular code is more optimized than 
the SGC to reduce the effects of þ1 frameshifts, in particular with respect 
to the AA volume, size and molecular weight, as well as the polarity, 
isoelectric point, polarizability, and charge properties. In contrast, in 

case of a � 1 frameshift, the SGC was generally more optimized than the 
X circular code. Furthermore, we have shown that the X code is the most 
optimized of the 216 C3 self-complementary circular codes (1st with þ1 
frameshifts, 2nd with � 1 frameshifts), when all the AA properties are 
taken into account, thus providing a solution to a question that has been 
open since 1996. Based on these results, it is tempting to suggest that, in 
addition to its frameshift synchronization property, the X circular code 
may also play a role in error mitigation of the more frequent þ1 
frameshift events. In contrast, the rarity of � 1 frameshift events means 
that reduction of their effects would be less useful. 

The presence of out-of-frame stop codons in the coding sequences has 
also been proposed to be a frameshift catch and destroy mechanism, 
limiting the effects of frameshift errors by terminating the translation as 
soon as possible after the frameshift event. However, this mechanism 
requires a sophisticated molecular apparatus for stop codon recognition, 
including a set of protein release factors (Adio et al., 2018). We have 
hypothesized that circular codes represented an important step in the 
emergence of the modern genetic code, allowing simultaneous coding of 
amino acids as well as synchronization of the reading frame in primitive 
translation systems, prior to the advent of more sophisticated mecha-
nisms (Dila et al., 2019b). The X circular code does not contain stop 
codons and would have allowed the detection and mitigation of 
frameshift errors in primitive systems before the evolution of the stop 
codon recognition machinery. 

In addition to further exploring the possibility that the X circular 
code is the possible ancestor of the modern genetic code, our ongoing 
studies are now focused on the hypothesis that circular code motifs 
continue to act as functional elements within the coding regions of 
extant genomes. 
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APPENDIX 

Table 2 
Eleven classical amino acid indices (AAindex database at http://www.genome.ad.jp/aaindex/).  

Property P  AAindex name Reference 

Charge PC  KLEP840101 Klein et al., 1984 
Hydrophobicity PH  FASG890101 Fasman, 1989 
Isoelectric point PIP  ZIMJ680104 Zimmerman et al., 1968 
Melting point PMP  FASG760102 Fasman, 1976 
Molecular weight PMW  FASG760101 Fasman, 1976 
Optical rotation POR  FASG760103 Fasman, 1976 
Polarity PPr  ZIMJ680103 Zimmerman et al., 1968 
Polarizability PPz  CHAM820101 Charton and Charton, 1982 
Size PSi  DAWD720101 Dawson, 1972 
Steric PSt  CHAM810101 Charton, 1981 
Volume PV  BIGC670101 Bigelow, 1967   
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Table 3 
Amino acid property vectors for indices mentioned in Table 2 where AA ¼ fA;C;D;E; F;G;H; I;K; L;M;N;P;Q;R; S;T;V;W;Yg is the 20 amino acid alphabet.  

Property P  A C D E F G H I K L M N P Q R S T V W Y 

Charge PC  0 0 � 1 � 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Hydrophobicity PH  � 0.2 � 6.0 1.4 2.3 � 4.7 0.0 � 1.2 � 4.8 3.9 � 4.7 � 3.7 1.0 0.8 1.5 2.1 1.7 0.8 � 3.5 � 3.3 � 1.0 
Isoelectric point PIP  6.0 5.1 2.8 3.2 5.5 6.0 7.6 6.0 9.7 6.0 5.7 5.4 6.3 5.7 10.8 5.7 5.7 6.0 5.9 5.7 
Melting point PMP  297 178 270 249 284 290 277 284 224 337 283 236 222 185 238 228 253 293 282 344 
Molecular weight PMW  89.1 121.2 133.1 147.1 165.2 75.1 155.2 131.2 146.2 131.2 149.2 132.1 115.1 146.2 174.2 105.1 119.1 117.2 204.2 181.2 
Optical rotation POR  1.8 � 16.5 5.1 12.0 � 34.5 0.0 � 38.5 12.4 14.6 � 11.0 � 10.0 � 5.6 � 86.2 6.3 12.5 � 7.5 � 28.0 5.6 � 33.7 � 10.0 
Polarity PPr  0.0 1.5 49.7 49.9 0.4 0.0 51.6 0.1 49.5 0.1 1.4 3.4 1.6 3.5 52.0 1.7 1.7 0.1 2.1 1.6 
Polarizability PPz  0.05 0.13 0.11 0.15 0.29 0.00 0.23 0.19 0.22 0.19 0.22 0.13 0.13 0.18 0.29 0.06 0.11 0.14 0.41 0.30 
Size PSi  2.5 3.0 2.5 5.0 6.5 0.5 6.0 5.5 7.0 5.5 6.0 5.0 5.5 6.0 7.5 3.0 5.0 5.0 7.0 7.0 
Steric PSt  0.52 0.62 0.76 0.68 0.70 0.00 0.70 1.02 0.68 0.98 0.78 0.76 0.36 0.68 0.68 0.53 0.50 0.76 0.70 0.70 
Volume PV  52.6 68.3 68.4 84.7 113.9 36.3 91.9 102.0 105.1 102.0 97.7 75.7 73.6 89.7 109.1 54.9 71.2 85.1 135.4 116.2     

Table 4 
Amino acid substitution matrix MðPVÞ for the volume property PV where AA ¼ fA;C;D;E; F;G;H; I;K; L;M;N;P;Q;R; S;T;V;W;Yg is the 20 amino acid alphabet.   

A C D E F G H I K L M N P Q R S T V W Y 

A 0 15.7 15.8 32.1 61.3 16.3 39.3 49.4 52.5 49.4 45.1 23.1 21.0 37.1 56.5 2.3 18.6 32.5 82.8 63.6 
C 15.7 0 0.1 16.4 45.6 32.0 23.6 33.7 36.8 33.7 29.4 7.4 5.3 21.4 40.8 13.4 2.9 16.8 67.1 47.9 
D 15.8 0.1 0 16.3 45.5 32.1 23.5 33.6 36.7 33.6 29.3 7.3 5.2 21.3 40.7 13.5 2.8 16.7 67.0 47.8 
E 32.1 16.4 16.3 0 29.2 48.4 7.2 17.3 20.4 17.3 13.0 9.0 11.1 5.0 24.4 29.8 13.5 0.4 50.7 31.5 
F 61.3 45.6 45.5 29.2 0 77.6 22.0 11.9 8.8 11.9 16.2 38.2 40.3 24.2 4.8 59.0 42.7 28.8 21.5 2.3 
G 16.3 32.0 32.1 48.4 77.6 0 55.6 65.7 68.8 65.7 61.4 39.4 37.3 53.4 72.8 18.6 34.9 48.8 99.1 79.9 
H 39.3 23.6 23.5 7.2 22.0 55.6 0 10.1 13.2 10.1 5.8 16.2 18.3 2.2 17.2 37.0 20.7 6.8 43.5 24.3 
I 49.4 33.7 33.6 17.3 11.9 65.7 10.1 0 3.1 0.0 4.3 26.3 28.4 12.3 7.1 47.1 30.8 16.9 33.4 14.2 
K 52.5 36.8 36.7 20.4 8.8 68.8 13.2 3.1 0 3.1 7.4 29.4 31.5 15.4 4.0 50.2 33.9 20.0 30.3 11.1 
L 49.4 33.7 33.6 17.3 11.9 65.7 10.1 0.0 3.1 0 4.3 26.3 28.4 12.3 7.1 47.1 30.8 16.9 33.4 14.2 
M 45.1 29.4 29.3 13.0 16.2 61.4 5.8 4.3 7.4 4.3 0 22.0 24.1 8.0 11.4 42.8 26.5 12.6 37.7 18.5 
N 23.1 7.4 7.3 9.0 38.2 39.4 16.2 26.3 29.4 26.3 22.0 0 2.1 14.0 33.4 20.8 4.5 9.4 59.7 40.5 
P 21.0 5.3 5.2 11.1 40.3 37.3 18.3 28.4 31.5 28.4 24.1 2.1 0 16.1 35.5 18.7 2.4 11.5 61.8 42.6 
Q 37.1 21.4 21.3 5.0 24.2 53.4 2.2 12.3 15.4 12.3 8.0 14.0 16.1 0 19.4 34.8 18.5 4.6 45.7 26.5 
R 56.5 40.8 40.7 24.4 4.8 72.8 17.2 7.1 4.0 7.1 11.4 33.4 35.5 19.4 0 54.2 37.9 24.0 26.3 7.1 
S 2.3 13.4 13.5 29.8 59.0 18.6 37.0 47.1 50.2 47.1 42.8 20.8 18.7 34.8 54.2 0 16.3 30.2 80.5 61.3 
T 18.6 2.9 2.8 13.5 42.7 34.9 20.7 30.8 33.9 30.8 26.5 4.5 2.4 18.5 37.9 16.3 0 13.9 64.2 45.0 
V 32.5 16.8 16.7 0.4 28.8 48.8 6.8 16.9 20.0 16.9 12.6 9.4 11.5 4.6 24.0 30.2 13.9 0 50.3 31.1 
W 82.8 67.1 67.0 50.7 21.5 99.1 43.5 33.4 30.3 33.4 37.7 59.7 61.8 45.7 26.3 80.5 64.2 50.3 0 19.2 
Y 63.6 47.9 47.8 31.5 2.3 79.9 24.3 14.2 11.1 14.2 18.5 40.5 42.6 26.5 7.1 61.3 45.0 31.1 19.2 0    

Table 5 
Normalized amino acid substitution matrix cMðPVÞ for the volume property PV where AA ¼ fA;C;D; E; F;G;H; I;K; L;M;N;P;Q;R; S;T;V;W;Yg is the 20 amino acid 
alphabet.   

A C D E F G H I K L M N P Q R S T V W Y 

A 0 1.5 1.5 3.0 5.7 1.5 3.6 4.6 4.9 4.6 4.2 2.1 1.9 3.4 5.2 0.2 1.7 3.0 7.7 5.9 
C 1.5 0 0.0 1.5 4.2 3.0 2.2 3.1 3.4 3.1 2.7 0.7 0.5 2.0 3.8 1.2 0.3 1.6 6.2 4.4 
D 1.5 0.0 0 1.5 4.2 3.0 2.2 3.1 3.4 3.1 2.7 0.7 0.5 2.0 3.8 1.3 0.3 1.5 6.2 4.4 
E 3.0 1.5 1.5 0 2.7 4.5 0.7 1.6 1.9 1.6 1.2 0.8 1.0 0.5 2.3 2.8 1.3 0.0 4.7 2.9 
F 5.7 4.2 4.2 2.7 0 7.2 2.0 1.1 0.8 1.1 1.5 3.5 3.7 2.2 0.4 5.5 4.0 2.7 2.0 0.2 
G 1.5 3.0 3.0 4.5 7.2 0 5.2 6.1 6.4 6.1 5.7 3.7 3.5 4.9 6.7 1.7 3.2 4.5 9.2 7.4 
H 3.6 2.2 2.2 0.7 2.0 5.2 0 0.9 1.2 0.9 0.5 1.5 1.7 0.2 1.6 3.4 1.9 0.6 4.0 2.3 
I 4.6 3.1 3.1 1.6 1.1 6.1 0.9 0 0.3 0.0 0.4 2.4 2.6 1.1 0.7 4.4 2.9 1.6 3.1 1.3 
K 4.9 3.4 3.4 1.9 0.8 6.4 1.2 0.3 0 0.3 0.7 2.7 2.9 1.4 0.4 4.7 3.1 1.9 2.8 1.0 
L 4.6 3.1 3.1 1.6 1.1 6.1 0.9 0.0 0.3 0 0.4 2.4 2.6 1.1 0.7 4.4 2.9 1.6 3.1 1.3 
M 4.2 2.7 2.7 1.2 1.5 5.7 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.4 0 2.0 2.2 0.7 1.1 4.0 2.5 1.2 3.5 1.7 
N 2.1 0.7 0.7 0.8 3.5 3.7 1.5 2.4 2.7 2.4 2.0 0 0.2 1.3 3.1 1.9 0.4 0.9 5.5 3.8 
P 1.9 0.5 0.5 1.0 3.7 3.5 1.7 2.6 2.9 2.6 2.2 0.2 0 1.5 3.3 1.7 0.2 1.1 5.7 3.9 
Q 3.4 2.0 2.0 0.5 2.2 4.9 0.2 1.1 1.4 1.1 0.7 1.3 1.5 0 1.8 3.2 1.7 0.4 4.2 2.5 
R 5.2 3.8 3.8 2.3 0.4 6.7 1.6 0.7 0.4 0.7 1.1 3.1 3.3 1.8 0 5.0 3.5 2.2 2.4 0.7 
S 0.2 1.2 1.3 2.8 5.5 1.7 3.4 4.4 4.7 4.4 4.0 1.9 1.7 3.2 5.0 0 1.5 2.8 7.5 5.7 
T 1.7 0.3 0.3 1.3 4.0 3.2 1.9 2.9 3.1 2.9 2.5 0.4 0.2 1.7 3.5 1.5 0 1.3 5.9 4.2 
V 3.0 1.6 1.5 0.0 2.7 4.5 0.6 1.6 1.9 1.6 1.2 0.9 1.1 0.4 2.2 2.8 1.3 0 4.7 2.9 
W 7.7 6.2 6.2 4.7 2.0 9.2 4.0 3.1 2.8 3.1 3.5 5.5 5.7 4.2 2.4 7.5 5.9 4.7 0 1.8 
Y 5.9 4.4 4.4 2.9 0.2 7.4 2.3 1.3 1.0 1.3 1.7 3.8 3.9 2.5 0.7 5.7 4.2 2.9 1.8 0   

1The shifted frame þ2 classically used in circular code theory is called � 1 in biology. 
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